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Dialogue between LU Xinghua and ZHANG Qing

LU Xinghua (LU): The installation of cctv is an excellent experiment of 
die soziale Plastik (or die soziale Skulptur). Initially it did not exist in 
society but you build it and leave the reality looped inside the system. Your 
work, I suppose, is talking about the possibility of constructing a certain 
reality. Cctv equipment in your work is not sent by the nation to prevent 
something happening. Instead, reality will turn out incomplete without it 
in our daily life, like a tent without support poles. Your point is that reality 
does need monitoring, even as support on hypothetical or psychological 
level. Security, as Americans claim to promise, is not real security but pre-
guarantee. In this case, cctv system is by no means omissible from our 
everyday life. 

ZHANG Qing (ZHANG): If you pay close attention to surveillance footages 
on web or TV, you will realize the difficulty of finding out the suspect 
committing a crime. Unlike what happens in a movie, where camera always 
faces the right way when director intends a most emphatic portrayal of 
misdeed, cctv monitors are sluggish showing the images you want. They 
make lazy observants diligent because you are supposed to dig it out. You 
will still be baffled even if I hand you a surveillance video of crime scene: 
what exactly is he doing? Undoubtedly, cctv changes the way we look. 

LU: The position from which cctv peeps is the place where dominator sits 
and overlooks. Now with such equipment anyone can make their way and 
sneak a peek. We all watch the reality through surveillance monitors, 
like children keeking at the stuff of their parents. It is a new chapter of 
reality where people under suppression detour around suppressors and 
watch behind them. In Shanghai, for instance, China is often examined 
through the eyes of American or British art commenters. Does it make 
any difference with cctv?It is a position, awfully boring. And yet it has 
components of games. Surveillance monitor is a dominator,as indifferent, 
aloof and unconcerned as God. Ordinary people get excited furtively when 
they look at the screen, a moment like the time when we are little and we 
open dad's wallet to check out slinkingly how much there is. In fact, what 
can we do even if we know? 

ZHANG: Yes. The way we look at Shanghai and ourselves now is actually 
quite like the one used by BBC. 

LU: Otherwise, you feel like not watching when you have watched. The 
evening news is there for comforting: Big harvest in farms, tons of money 
in banks, tellers busy around counting the number, national leaders 
shaking your hands and you just feel wonderful watching all of these. 

ZHANG: I name my exhibition as cctv. What I film is to create a perfect 
character beyond anyone's imagination who is an idol people can rely 
on. I spent more than two months in the Scotch factory where I found out 
workers, compared with their counterparts in my country, enjoyed a higher 
social status in an even more socialistic environment. In communication 
with employers or bosses on top rank, there was no image of bootlicking. 
Welfare benefits were all good and people worked with enthusiasm. 
Hierarchy, however, did exist, though they refused to admit. It was invisible 
but it was there whatsoever. One of my works, Learning from Tom, is to 
satirize the figure of social worker in capitalism. 

LU: It is practically an exchange, a swap of two realities. It is just like a 
game built up by cctv which then adds what is missing. It is thoughtless 
of us towards surveillance. We find it bad and we want to remove or avoid 
it. Monitoring, in fact, does not invade into our life. Instead, it is produced 
because of our subjective need to watch. Its vices speak symptoms on our 
side. Why do we live so miserably and why do we need cctv? Because our 
need of it goes first. 
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Installation View, cctv - ZHANG Qing Solo Exhibition, ShanghART H-Space, Shanghai, 2011



The People's Secretary, 2010
㓉䎣 |雜㣵䯖苳扡嫚絹   
Video | Single Channel, Surveillance Video 
17' 30"
Edition of 7
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Borrowing languages from typical practice for propaganda of leaders and officials in 1980s in China, ZHANG Qing rendered meticulously every single detail of the remarkable figure 
of "a people's secretary" by surveillance cameras. The work retained vigorously realistic and ideological characteristics, where government-people relationship, party regulation and 
developmental patterns were all comfortably woven into the script. Too flawless to imagine, a perfectly dependable idol was feigned by the artist for general public. The voiceover, on 
the other hand, was read only in English by a professional broadcaster of Chinese nationality. Set purposefully, such linguistic environment seemingly caused the divorce between 
artwork and Chinese context, amazing viewers with experience of bizarreness and malpositioning.





謭焗働·諍哣昤叧雳  (Learn from Tom Smith), 2011
㓉䎣 |雜㣵䯖苳扡嫚絹   
Video | Single Channel, Surveillance Video 
13' 41"  
Edition of 7
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Approaching by sarcasm and insinuation, the video work publicised an excellently performing worker in whisky factory from the angle of capitalism. From the view of surveillance 
system, ZHANG Qing realised his production functioning as source of evidences and clues by capturing the scenes of a good person whose performance, on the other hand, dragged the 
truth into an unknown state. 
September and October 2011, Learning from Tom Smith was displayed in Glenfiddich Artists in Residence 2011 Exhibition. Introduced to images they were long familiarised with, 
however, viewers merely ended up with their further perceptions being deliberately cut off by the artist utilizing Chinese work title, film subtitle and voiceover as calculated disguise. 
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Tree, 2011
⺸鉝 |㿐 ,淚镵 ,䁬俧 ,颭噷嚖 ,熌甉 ,䃺賂瞖
Installation | Iron, Rubber, Lens, Granite, Paint, Flashlight 
560々360々260 cm    
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Ten surveillance cameras, after being enlarged 27 times, are fixed 
upon a special support, resembling a tree, bent under overload. 
The lights flash every 15 secondes, imitating cctv equipment in 
public area, which functions as implication of surveillance being 
operated. Sustaining an invisible and yet overwhelming existence, 
surveillance is both evaded from and confronted with. Enlarged 
monitoring system and its distorted configuration prompt 
amplified visual effects. All over the world, people are uniformly 
surveilled and compelled to sell their privacy for existence of the 
system. Such unconscious behaviour, nevertheless, is standing 
over the edge of collapse.
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Invented by the artist, Suspects was virtually a game similar to that of "police and suspects". For videoing and monitoring, ZHANG Qing installed cctv systems in EU Pavillion and 
British Pavillion in Shanghai Expo, Shanghai Metro (People' Square Station) and Buckingham Palace. Putting himself in view from surveillance room, the artist could arbitrarily doubt 
anyone appearing in these images, based on one's activity, outfit or simply momentary perception fleeting across the mind of surveillant, targeting at any innocence, sensitively and 
imaginatively. He developed his deduction on whiteboard from video snapshots, decisively judged one as a "suspect", reaching conclusion about the crime he was about to commit, and 
finally deployed a thorough plan of arresting. The process of Suspects being generated appears absurd, which however reminds us of retrospection on rights enjoyed by "surveillants". 
The reality that "everyone in fact remains exposed to suspicion of privileged surveillants" is rendered as certainly as existence of this very artpiece.

劻聧笩 No.1- 4    

Suspects No.1-4, 2011
⺸鉝 |艀椢 ,掟嬁 ,䖂陸觠 ,蘬㿐   
Installation | Whiteboard, C-print, Marker pen, Magnet   
127々180々50 cm x 3 pcs, 122々180々2.5 cm x 1 pcs



劻聧笩 No.4    Suspects No.4



彿桹酽砎瀷時鳏偡    

There is one thing I do better than others, 2011
⺸鉝 | 苳扡嫚絹 ,桹梽糋縚 ,猐杫朄蛵嗢 ,㜁則鏍 ,䏣忩 ,犦醏 ,梣     
Installation  |  Surveillance Video, Plexiglass, LCD screen ,Cardreader, Fan, Sponge, Wood     
120々80々15.5 cm  (䃽諦笶尓  When closed )     
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There is One Thing I Do Better than Others showed the replica of an enlarged makeup kit whose contents were replaced by fourteen screens set in diversified colour temperature and 
chromatic aberration. Twelve of them were for video display while the other two English subtitle. ZHANG Qing recorded daily life of a female escort whose funs, games and talkings 
were both ordinary and absurd. She narrated her life to a stranger (the artist), including the profession she had been engaged with, past time and certain privacy. The entire story 
was laced by an overly dignified tone, which as a result, completely blocked listeners from understanding the truth behind. "There is one thing I do better than others", mentioned 
several times during the monologue, possibily spoke the consciousness held by this individual in society. Whereas the "makeup kit" appeared to signify the profession of an escort, the 
behaviour of making-up and colouring laid to some extent in alignment with disguise of human nature. 



彿桹酽砎瀷時鳏偡    There is one thing I do better than others, 2011        嫚絹徳嗢  Video Still
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How are we to read the career of an artist who has been around for some 
time, but whom we may have, for whatever reason, overlooked until now? 
That is the question implicit for anyone familiar with China's contemporary 
scene in looking at Zhang Qing's portfolio a decade into his career. In a 
sprawling scene that has been too often reduced to a few signal images, 
a sustained glance at the output of an artist who has been present, if 
overlooked, throughout the entire recent wave, can prove revelatory. As a 
body of work, Zhang Qing's output offers an alternate universe, running 
parallel to the wide range of themes and trends that have swept through 
art in China in recent years and yet presenting a distinct sensibility that has 
largely gone undiscovered.

That is the deep background for Zhang Qing's present project.  Ten years 
ago, an exhibition called "Home" opened in a furniture store on Moganshan 
Road in Shanghai. The exhibition, curated by Qiu Zhijie, is a lesser-known 
riposte to the Post-Sense Sensibility he had curated earlier in 1999. Zhang 
Qing's first work, an installation entitled _Mode Dialogue_ in which pairs of 
viewers could chat through a glass window using electric devices like those 
found in prison visitation rooms, was created for that exhibition. It evoked, 
conceptually if not visually, the phonebooth installation Xiao Lu created 
and (at Tang Song's request) shot at the opening of the China/Avant-Garde 
exhibition ten years earlier. In the ensuing years he would bounce among 
motifs and styles, dabbling in gender-bending photography, endurance-
performance, and Shanghai-school snarkiness before developing the 
sophisticated videographic language of which the present show marks the 
most developed instantiation yet. Zhang Qing's long path to today actually 
sheds light on contemporary art as it is and was practiced during the long 
'00s. By looking at these works, a picture emerges of an artist emerging in 
synch with a system that is constantly changing.

Take for example Zhang Qing's second work, titled "A List of Art Activities 

in Shanghai in November 2000." In this piece, Zhang did exactly what the 
title suggests (not unlike Huang Yong Ping's "A History of Modern art and 
A Concise History of Chinese Painting Washed in a Washing Machine for 
Two Minutes." He mailed this list to the Shanghai Propaganda Department 
and the Shanghai Television Station, evoking the anonymous sequel to 
Xiao Lu's gunshot, where an artist mailed a bomb threat to the Beijing 
Daily, the National Art Museum, and the Beijing Public Security Bureau. 
The piece also reflects interestingly on Yan Lei and Hong Hao's "Invitation 
Letter" (1997) in which a fake invitation to Documenta X was sent to 100 
leading artists. Where that piece involved a counterfeit offer from a foreign 
institution made to too-eager artists, Zhang Qing's list is an grassroots 
consolidation of an already-existing set of events that is passed on to an 
apathetic government. November 2000 marked the first internationalized 
edition of the Shanghai Biennale and Ai Weiwei and Feng Boyi's "Fuck Off." 
Today the piece exists aesthetically as a little-known consolidation of these 
various trends, and archivally as the only comprehensive documentation of 
what happened during the month that changed contemporary art in China.

In December 2001, as performance art of the endurance/masochist variety 
was about to find itself first outlawed and then made irrelevant, Zhang 
Qing realized a work in a cold apartment building in Chengdu. Called 
"Blablabla!," the piece involved asking a technician to pierce his ears in 
twelve places and attach helium balloons to the rings. Zhang stood naked 
and bloody through the long process, then jumped into the air again and 
again attempting to pop the balloons with a needle. They floated atop 
strings that kept them just out of his natural grasp, so Zhang Qing could 
only resort to quickly bouncing up and down as a way of exploiting the time 
lag between his movements and the balloons, creating a narrow window 
in which he could reach the balloons but also intensely pressuring the 
newly pierced holes in his face. A few weeks later, he stripped down again, 
painted himself red, and provoked a chained-up bull to attack him, bound 
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only by a ring in its nose.

The fall of 2003 in Beijing marked another turning point for the city's art 
scene. Factory 798 was established as a public gallery district, having 
reached a degree of exposure unthinkable a few years earlier when Zhang 
Qing collated his list of activities in Shanghai. The first "Beijing Biennale" 
was staged and led to a great wave of satellite shows timed to court its 
visitors. At a now abolished art center, Zhang Qing realized his project "To 
Tie," in which eighteen performers are placed inside a 31-meter long cloth 
tube and are asked to tie a human knot. A few months later, in Nanjing, he 
hired a dozen taxis to careen toward each other in pairs, then slam on the 
brakes, shift into reverse, and back up to do it again. A tight channel was 
carved out between the cabs, and viewers were encouraged to walk the 
gauntlet between the crazed cabs in an extreme act of faith.

Like many artists, Zhang Qing began in 2005 to work with digital 
photography, producing a highly memorable image of a high-rise cluster in 
Shanghai, not far from the furniture store where "Home" was held, as the 
lights in every window twinkle on. 

the Bund and Pudong skylines in which the lights are all on but no one 
seems to be at home. It was a short leap from here to "Football Field No. 
603" (2006), a video installation depicting a soccer match taking place 
inside the artist's own cramped apartment, number 603. The strange 
combination of absurdity, playfulness, and potential violence speaks to 
an energy in the air in those fraught pre-Olympic years. Soon he began to 
incorporate found imagery into his work, beginning with the installation 
"108," an assemblage of appropriated images dead heroes. A video 
installation titled "It's Too Late" (2007) continued that trend, a cycle of six 
short loops of suspended, unconsummated action.

This expansive photographic and video project presented here continues 
a turn toward the filmic and a bending of the line between fiction and 
reality that first emerged last year in Zhang Qing's video installation Don't 
be Cruel. For that piece, Zhang tracked down individuals he remembered 
for having given him dirty looks during his childhood, and subsequently 
layered his intricately crafted moving portraits of these individuals 
flashing their "mean" expressions over his own voiced recollections of 
the incidents that led to such displeasure, or perceived displeasure. In 
this exhibition, Zhang pushes this investigation further, choreographing 
the movements of a team of actors in a spectacle that courts realism 

even as it defies reality.

Entitled "Don't Go So Fast," the current exhibition presents a cycle of 
photographic and video works set in the mud cave-homes of Shaanxi 
province, one of China's poorest provinces. These images depict a group of 
attractive young professionals, wearing the signature name-brand uniform 
of the urban upwardly mobile, as they inhabit the signature ramshackle 
spaces of China's far interior. Despite their incongruous surroundings, 
Zhang's subjects carry themselves as if they had never left Shanghai's 
Xujiahui or Beijing's CBD, frenetically pacing in and out of humble homes 
as if these buildings were the gleaming office towers of the coastal 
cities. Their actions play out not only against the backdrop of these rural 
surroundings, but also against a series of outlined images of developed 
splendor which the artist has scrupulously chalked onto the interior and 
exterior walls of the village dwellings. Here, a young woman applies 
lipstick, sitting on a fire-heated kang with an image of a canopy bed from 
Dubai's most luxurious hotel behind her; there, the assembled group 
stands between a pile of corn stalks and a peasant home across which 
runs a drawing of the Pudong skyline.

"Don't Go So Fast" weaves images still and moving into an extended 
reflection on the disparities of China's development and the technologies 
of control which make that development possible. At the heart of the 
project lies a nine-screen television wall, showing a rolling loop of footage 
shot by static surveillance cameras placed around the village. Unlike in his 
posed still photographs, here Zhang Qing abandons control over his lens in 
favor of an omniscient, "neutral" perspective identical to the one taken by 
the thousands of security cameras that audit life in cities around the world 
each day. The cameras' grainy remove from their subjects, along with the 
resolute stillness of their angles, belies the intricacy with which the artist 
has scripted the actions which they record. Installed in configurations that 
mirror the architectural layouts of the spaces in which it was shot, the 
works manage to drive home to the gallery-going audience the disparity 
between these two basic poles of contemporary China. For Zhang Qing, 
the present project represents not so much a departure as a fulfillment of 
basic tendencies that are present throughout his ten-year career. The place 
of this work among Zhang's other work, and of Zhang's oeuvre among 
other Chinese artists, is becoming increasingly and delightfully clear.



時㡶嬱俒寚  

Don't Go So Fast, 2008
䎋茩 | Project

- 嫚絹㯵鰓 Video䯤
時㡶嬱俒寚 Don't Go So Fast, 2008
侸䎣嫚絹 |苳扡嫚絹 |10嗢 |13'36" 
Multichannel Video|Surveillance video| 10 Channel|13'36" 

- ⺸鉝㯵鰓 Installation䯤
時㡶嬱俒寚 Nr.1-12 Don't Go So Fast Nr.1-12, 2008
⺸鉝 |瞖諪⺸鉝 |礣穻䯖桹梽糋縚䯖瞖楯䯖㭻賂鉔䯖頺镾瞖
Installation|Light Installation|photo, Synthetic glass, Lamp hanger, 
Light shield, Energy-saving lamps

⺸鉝 |䧫欃佈
Installation|Yellow-brown Soil

鮪跤蹺桭㠱羥鰱嶼躐酽䅦㒂荎燊馾応䯖酽銲妘㪇ょ菑賂䞸䯖㡶鮪╙壈艊暚啹痐牐桭頌覜艊鎲趵艀䎘䯖㫔菑鹘釣艊澒鼹熱駱鲋掦掦漻髖艊啢妕応䯖骼髦甿㓉囈㫅莏呺艊粶乵䯖笻偧澐褀櫎

鮪熕犦╙壈艊窩駡䗮氒躐䄄䯖鏖慚鞣磢鉝㦳鲋醢犦艊嬨咲烰徏鍎譯鲷艊 CBD縟趵跤宆、骼髦艊ǹ踵蹁澏醭鳢醮囈縶艊粶乵桹菑茻扟媰砮艊儂墬䯖鍖鹾醮頯梮咲啢宆錽錽艊羮觠鮪嗙廟侳

瘍寫熱艊㮰鲢雲蹉艊╙壈馾蹕嫮彾㛧婬艊唻瀷、

A cycle of photographic and video works set in the mud cave-homes of Shaanxi province, one of China's poorest provinces. These images depict a group of attractive young 
professionals, wearing the signature name-brand uniform of the urban upwardly mobile, as they inhabit the signature ramshackle spaces of China's far interior. Despite their 
incongruous surroundings, Zhang's subjects carry themselves as if they had never left Shanghai's Xujiahui or Beijing's CBD, frenetically pacing in and out of humble homes as if these 
buildings were the gleaming office towers of the coastal cities. Their actions play out not only against the backdrop of these rural surroundings, but also against a series of outlined 
images of developed splendor which the artist has scrupulously chalked onto the interior and exterior walls of the village dwellings.



嗴㓋粷鯫 , 時㡶嬱俒寚 - 覈玜跣嗴䯖䒮樴鄐譯鲷  2009
Installation View,  Don't Go So Fast - Zhang Qing Solo Exhibition, ShanghART Beijing, 2009



時㡶嬱俒寚  
Don't Go So Fast, 2008

10嗢䯖苳扡嫚絹  
10 Channels, Surveillance video           
13'36''
Edition of 4 



時㡶嬱俒寚 Nr.1-12    Don't Go So Fast Nr.1-12         掟嬁。瞖諪   C-Print。Light Box     Ed.5         119 x 150 cm        2008



謾骼苳扡嫚絹慘閔䯒㬕䯓

Other surveillance video works 䯒Selected䯓



㜮帟 -1090mm-04
Circumspection-1090mm- 04, 2016
雜㣵㓉䎣|苳扡嫚絹䯖㿬⿷椢䯖嫷頥PVC雝
Single-channel video|Surveillance video, Aluminum Composite Panels, Color Pvc Film
120 x 120cm | Video:  9'53'' 

鮪苳扡鏍嶗掟絹梽讜暚苳萒醮㚶嫚艊嵔乵醣䯖撋慘鍎樰懪墱㓇呯偡艊槪豈㳛⿷㛫㣵嬛嫮彾艊㩴㬅、㿬椢醢晼呯艊槪豈蹕嫮䯖苳扡鏍䯖掟絹梽飨倀撋慘鍎嫮彾鑫侸嗃苳㓉饅跀䯖鮪墱蓜糴

苳扡艊呺㣻㫓蠿跤䯖糴紙㫷艊宆絔枩蛵㢋㢐詵㓉誼艊窹絔苳扡䯖張噴呯撋慘鍎ǹ踵鲲熱醭詵扡壽艊惉㝧黌嫮、

Under the circumstances when a monitor supervises and a filming camera records simultaneously, an operator reshapes the routed mark according to the preset standard. Interactive 
monitoring relationships are merged among the standardised graph printed on aluminum sheet, monitor, camera and operator, during the process of the consciously being monitored 
practice, oppressed psychological implication surpasses the visualised tangible surveillance thus determines the uncontrollable abstract deformation produced by the operator's 
performance.





㜮帟 -980mm- 07
Circumspection -980mm- 07, 2016
雜㣵㓉䎣|苳扡嫚絹䯖㿬⿷椢䯖嫷頥PVC雝
Single-channel video|Surveillance video, Aluminum Composite Panels, Color Pvc Film
120 x 120cm | Video: 23'15'' 





Boylstonぃ 886誑䯖燆佖䎑䯖鄟郿
886 Boylston Street, Boston, MA, United States, 2014
雜㣵㓉䎣 |苳扡嫚絹 | 嫚絹⺸鉝

Single-Channel Video| Surveillance Video | Video Installation

21 minutes 20 seconds | 370*380*380cm

慘閔曧饅鲋 2013妘僨羠鮪銊蹺燆佖䎑䖂惛椡瀷㡡跤艊稜砋橉、銊蹺呭昷嫕暚駡壉鑫醑跣㓕姪惤掟勢艊苳扡嫚絹䯖鍖㙬昷澐曧㬦㫓㫥鲢嫚絹恓勢鑫忂䥊鞇夬艊劻聧笩䯖妛桭鄮啔謾悁驔、

㫥醑瀇⺖駡‖祾蓜艊苳扡嫚絹彾踵鑫蕚橉艊㳛㒄鄡踆䯖炓‖嶗呭昷㰊嬟妷妟桹㫥醑跣苳扡扜俧艊叅鮪䯖澑暚駡‖墱宻漲鑫謾鮪駡邁裶䄄艊惤掟呺䅕醢雩島笩鑫骼髦艊䆡蟔、

頯梮咲鮪橉僨粷鯫艊讜酽瀕鉝敡鉝鑫醑跣掟絹俧䯖妛啔忂䥊鞇夬艊忞桹ǹ鳏䯖㰊恖梮屟鰱侐絔踵劻聧笩、

偧餄彿髦靕墰熱粷鮪㫥醑跣苳扡㓉䎣跤䯖妛鹾⺖恖梮屟鰱㛵繩踵劻聧笩暚䯖彿髦㫤曧壠㚪踵䯖㫥鲢苳扡酓鳏夃棾艊呏墮慘羮俋鲋島笩䆡蟔艊戰咥䯩彿髦艊㭇㪝繩昢侐鲋酽蟢嬱俢㬕愞艊

聧嵣跤、

This work is about the Boston Marathon Explosion in 2013. At that time, three surveillance videos were public by U.S. Officials, and helped the police finally found and arrested the suspect.

These videos became the important clues to solve the case, the public and official thought it＂s fortunate to have the probes, but they have already forgotten the surveillance could be the 

invasion of their privacy.

Artist puts three probes in the same positions at the scene and captured pictures of pedestrians, people who wearing baseball hat is technically  identified as a suspect.

If ourselves are shown in the videos and identified as a suspect by mistake, weather we still accept with pleasure the sense of security instead of being scared of the invasion of our privacy?



饅鲋燆佖䎑稜砋橉艊剓鉢悞㭠蹕穻

media coverage photos 

about the Boston bombing

嫚絹徳嗢 Video Still





擔彾圐 Sideway Peak, 2014
雜㣵䯖苳扡嫚絹

Single-Channel Video | Surveillance video, 12mins

饅鲋 6跣蓫跣厸慡扅靕墰廟宆饅鲋靕墰㦳䗮醮蛼＝躐䄄艊孎傉饅跀、㫥鲢㛣㛳鮪骼髦宆㳚酽茻醭桪鶯㛏骼鳏、

Regarding how six shorty persons to discover the subtle relationship between their heights and society psychologically. All those are hidden inside them and never being told.   





603㢹絑鯫  

603 Football Field, 2006
6 嗢 , 苳扡嫚絹    6 Channel, Surveillance Video   18'
Edition of 5

㮍㛽蹺咲觥鄀㢹絑鎽㡡艊絑蘚嶗⺱繩䯖鰓彾鰤。艀跏䄯䯖鮪頯梮咲梪鳏咲跤䯖㫧ǹ酽鯫㢹絑㡡䯖酽昷㤩熱褢侳踵㫧絑䯖詆酽昷㤩駱樁応誽㫧絑、

Invited players and referees from the state's second class football leagues are divided into blue and white teams to play a football game in the artists' home. One 
team scores if they kick the football out of the windows, and the other team scores if they kick the football into the kitchen.
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